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My invention relates to the art of handling 
materials b skid and lift-truck means; an 
art which in practice has been extensively 

, applied in connection with the storing, ship 
?» ping, and otherdisposal and convenient use 
of a- variety of manufactured supplies‘espe 
cially in and about railroad shops. 
In this art the essential factors involve the 

initial placing of the articles upon a raised 
10 platform, commonly known as a skid, and 
vthen introducing under the loaded ‘skid a 
truck adapted to lift‘ .it from its 'tion 
of rest and transport it to and leave it at its 
destination. ‘ . i _ . 

l5 - It is evident that in ‘order to carry out such 
practice one feature muat‘be'present under 
all conditions andcircumstances, namely, 

_ vthat the skid ~must, in its pomtion of’ rest 
~ while being loaded, .be to a su?icient 

“:0 height to. enable the lift-truck jack-exten 
- sion to be run‘ in under it.v As far as I am 
aware this necessi _ has hitherto been met 
by providing the 'd with legs or bottom 
projections of some kind which‘ are a per 

‘35 manent part of the skid. Whatever form 
- ~ these leg supports may assume they detract 

, from the space in which the skids may be 
'- packed in storing or shipping and are thus 
'.not economical. ’ A .' ' 

3“ Furthermore,‘ such skids are commonly 
used for the temporary storage of materials, 
and also for the trans rtation thereof in 

' railway cars or other ve 'cles, the object be-: 
-' ing to reduce storage and transportation costs 

:5’ by ‘minimizing handling. Such uses, how 
ever, require great numbers of skids, with 

' consequently large ‘capital investment, the 
number required depending not only upon 
the amount of material, but also upon the - 

i 4" length of time it remains in storage or transit, 
Moreover, when the skids are empty, and‘ 

_ especiall when being returned empty in cars . 
orfv‘ehic es‘, the occupy considerable space, 

-‘_., on account of t eir legs. 
4° 11', is ‘the object of my invention to e?ect 

. is ' greater economy by reducing the capital in 
vestment“ required for a given number of 
skids, and by conserving the packing, stor 

dfiingvand shipping space; and to this end my 
F0 invention comprises a leglcss skid in associa 

, platform or body 

tion with spaced supporting members or rails 
either ?xed or movable, but independent 0 
the skid, and of dimensions adapted to raise 
it‘ sufliciently for the introduction beneath 
it of the lift-truck extension. Capital invest- 55 
ment is reduced because my ?at skids and 
their independent supporting rails can be 
built at much-‘less cost than those having 
permanent legs,,and further because it is un 
necessary to supply supports for all] skids, 60 
a certain proportion thereof being always 
in' transit'. Space is saved because the ?at 
skids, whether loaded or em ty, can be placed 
‘directly upon the ?oor o _, a .car or other 
vehicle, or, when empty, can be stacked on 65 
edge in otherwise unused spaces. 
When the storage'of material is in perma 

nent locations, the supporting rails can be 
?xed to the ground or ?oor, and can be 
cheaply constructed,v preferably of timber. 70 
However, said rails can be movable, if de- I 
sired, thus providing ?exibility (practically 
equal to that of the commonl ,use leg skids. 
Both these developments of t e invention are 
ilh strated and described‘ herein in their pre- ‘(5 
ferred forms, though it must be understood 
that changes may made without. depart 
ing from the spirit of the invention as de?ned 
by the claim hereunto appended. 
In the drawings- - ' . 

i Fig. -1 is a perspective view showing two 
of my skids resting upon ?xed rails. ' 

Fig. 2 is an end view of the skid. 
Fig. 3 is a front elevation showing the I 

80 

‘skids resting upon movable supporting rails. 85 v 
' Fig. 4 is a side elevation of the form of 
movable su port shown at the left of Fig. 3, 
adapted to hold a single rail. 

Fig. 5 is a side elevation of the form of 
movable support shown at the right of Fig. 3, 90 
ada ted to hold two parallelv rails. ' ‘ 

e reference numeral 1 designates my 
skid, which comprises a substantially ?at 

portion, upon which the 
material to be stored or transported maybe 95 
piled. The skid ‘is preferably, though not 
necessarily, made of mortised wooden strips ' 
2, Figs. 1 and 2,,whose ends are con?ned be 
tween reinforcingstrips 3 and 4 held together 
by bolts 5. The strips 3 on the top of the 10° 
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vhavingfeet 10 and 10’ 

skid serve as retaining ?anges to prevent the 
piled material; (not shown) from sliding oil, 
and the strips 4 on the bottom serve as bear 
ing ?anges on which the skid rests. The 
sk1d is reversible, either side being the top. 

6 in Fig. 1 are rails spaced apart a distance 
substantially equal to the spanning capacity 
of the skid which rests upon them. These 
rails, which are preferably formed of wooden 
timbers, with separate wearing faces 7, arev 
?xed in place, as for example by angle 
brackets 8, and have a height adapted to 
raise the skid su?iciently to permit the lift 

vextension of the usual transporting truck, 
unnecessary herein to show, to pass in under 
the loaded skid; and upon operating'its ele 
vating jacks, to, lift the skid from the rails 
and carry it off to a destination, which may 
be another roup of rails upon which it is 

or temporary convenience or 
storing purposes;~or the skid may be directly 
lifted from the truck and deposited in cars 
for shipping. In practice the supporting. 
rails 6 may be a group more or less extensive 
ada ‘ted for a number of skids, ‘as is indicated 
in 1g._ 1. , - ' , 

Fig. 3 illustrates a type of supporting rail 
structure having the same function as that of 
Fig. 1, but adapted to be moved from place to 
place as circumstances of loading or storing 
may demand. 9 and 9' are supporting stands 

suitablyspreadtoinsure 
stability, and‘brackets 11 and 11' adapted to 
hold either one or two rails 12 respectively. 
The rails 12 may be of any suitable nature, 
such as scra railway rails, as shown. The 
stands 9 an 9' are placed upon the ground 
or ?oor- in the proper relative positions, and 
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are portable, as in Fig. 3, the >e$ential prin 
ciple of the invention is the same, VIZ :—that 
the skids are legless platforms, that is to say 
their under surfaces are substantiallyv ?at, 
and the supporting members by which‘ they 
are raised in rest position are independent 
of them; wherefore they can be manufac 
tured at minimum cost and stored or shipped 
with maximum space economy, which are the 
ends sought. ' 
I claim :— j ' 

,A paratus for handling materials by lift 
truc s in the described ' art, comprising a 
plurality of independent legless skids con-> 
tiguously freely assembled in an elevated 
horizontal plane; a plurality of ralls upon 

_' which the assembled skids freely rest; a. plu 
rality of stands for supporting said rails in , 
elevated position; single brackets on the 
stands carrying the rails which support the 
skid assemblage along its outer sides; and 
double brackets on the stands carrying the 
rails which support the skid assemblage in 
tervening its outer sides. ‘ 

In testimony whereof I have signed my 
name to this speci?cation. , 

EDWARD H. POLK. 

. the rails 12 laid in the brackets 11 and 11g. ' 
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the whole forming a pair or group of parallel 
supports upon which the skids 1 may be 
placed, in the same manner as upon the ?xed 
rails 6 of Fig. 1f 
_ Where but one line of skids, i. e. two rails, 
is required, the stands may be of the form 
shown at 9 inFigs. 3 and 4, in which a single 
plece of ?at iron is bent at its upper end to 
form the U-shaped bracket 11, and at its 
lower end to form one of the feet 10, the other 
feet being formed by a second piece-13 welded 
or otherwise secured at 14 to the upright por- ‘ 
t10n of the ?rst piece. If a plurality of pairs 
of rails are required, the single stands 9 may 
be used for the voutside rails, but the inner 
rails,_arranged in 
m Fig. 3, are preferably supported upon 
stands of the form shown at 9' in Figs. 3 and 
4, 1n whlch a double U-shaped bracket 11' is 
welded or otherwise secured as at 15, to the 
apex of an inverted V-shaped standard of 
‘?at iron whose lower ends are bent horizon 
llzzsl'ly in opposite directions to form the feet 

Whether the supporting- rails are per 
manently ?xed 1n position, as in Fig. 1, or 

pairs as shown at the right I 
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